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The history of retroanalysis started shortly before the famous ”Indian prob-
lem1” made its appearance...

On August 24, 1844, the editor of Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung published yet
another chess humoresque – N1. The author’s cheerful opening move 1. gf+
was, however, only supported by a guileless literary sketch. For, apart from
f7-f5, Black has some 80 other spare last moves...

N1. K. Portius
Leipziger Illustrierte Zeitung, 1844

80Z0m0m0Z
7Z0Zbj0Z0
60Z0ZpZ0M
5Z0Z0ZpO0
40Z0ZNZBZ
3Z0Z0ZKZ0
20Z0Z0Z0Z
1Z0Z0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
5 + 6. #2

1The ”Indian problem”, published by Henry Loveday in 1845 in the Chess Player’s Chron-
icle, is considered to be ”the most famous of all chess problems” and the first problem to
introduce the basic principles of modern chess composition.
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”This problem ... provoked thoughts of the possibility of an analytical en
passant capture,” T. R. Dawson and W. Hundsdorfer remarked afterwards in
the book Retrograde Analysis.

And indeed, the concept (albeit in clumsy and faulty forms) was taking
shape little by little. The author of the first legal en passant capture remained
unknown2. In N2, Black’s last move is unique – c7-c5, therefore 1. dc+ Kd5
2. Kf2 bc+ and B:c6#.

N2. Anonymous
Deutsche Schachzeitung, 1858

8NZ0Z0Z0Z
7ZpZBopZ0
60O0j0Z0Z
5ZKoPZ0Z0
40Z0ZRZNZ
3A0Z0Z0Z0
20Z0Z0Z0Z
1Z0Z0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
8 + 5. #3

N3. M. Lange
Feinheiten des Schachspiels, 1865

8bm0Z0ars
7ZNo0j0op
6qZPZ0Z0Z
5Z0JpOBZQ
4PZ0Z0SNZ
3Z0ZPZPo0
2PZ0ZRZPO
1Z0m0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
15 + 13. #1

2John Beasley, with the help of Hanspeter Suwe, seems to have determined the author to
be Max Lange, see The Problemist May/2004 and Sept/2004.
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Notice the date and the methods for retro-taming of the black pieces in
N3. These include incarceration of Rooks and Bishops, illegal checks to the
kings, and taking account of the white pieces’ balance: the last moves h4:g3
and c2-c1N are impossible – a revelation at the time (see 64 – Shakhmatnoe
Obozrenie, 50/1978 for details). But the main points are that the stipulation
is minimized, the retro-content is accentuated, and the solution 1. ed# is a
natural consequence of the analysis.

Dawson’s far-from-complete collection lists more than a hundred similar
compositions by 85 authors, including Loveday, Pelican, Klett, Kipping, Amelung,
Shinkman, McKenzie, Galitsky, Babson. The spring of retroplay in all these
problems was standardized: the white King was persistently located on the fifth
rank contacting the black pawn doomed to be captured en passant. Analogous
schemes continue to appear up to the present day.

It is not hard to find the last moves in N4 (attention – retro-notation, the
moves are recorded from present to past): 1. ... Ke4-d5 2. e5:f6(e.p.)++
f7-f5 3. Bg8-h7+ or Bg8:h7+. The position has been released and it is not
difficult to return to the initial game array. Collins was the first to demonstrate
the concept of stipulations other than ”Mate in ... moves.” And it is no coinci-
dence that the Shakhmatniy Kodeks SSSR (The USSR Chess Codex) says: ”In
retroanalytical compositions, the stipulation may be a different one”.

N4. F. Collins
Chess Monthly, 1880, 1st Prize

80Z0ZQZ0Z
7Z0S0Z0ZB
60S0Z0O0Z
5Z0ZkZ0Z0
40Z0Z0Z0Z
3ZKONZ0Z0
20ZNZPZ0A
1Z0Z0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
11 + 1. What was Black’s last move?

On August 16, 1894 (a week less than half a century after the publication of
N1), The New York State Chess Association Bulletin published N5, which E.
Lasker described as ”the highest mathematics of human logic, abstraction and
fantasy.”
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N5. S. Loyd
New York State Chess Association, 1894

80a0Z0MrS
7O0opZ0oK
60o0ZpZRL
5Z0Z0ZpO0
40O0Z0okZ
3ZPZ0Z0Z0
20ZPOPZ0O
1M0Z0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h
14 + 10. #4

And this is how the events unfolded... Firstly, e7-e6, a7-a6, Bf8-b8 (only the
start and finish of the route are indicated), f2:e3:d4:c5:b6:a7 – a black Queen,
two Rooks and two Knights were captured on dark squares, and b7-b6. Of
course, before that g2-g3, Bf1-g6 and h7:Bg6 were played, releasing the black
King Rook into the open. Then, Bc8-b3, a2:Bb3 (on a light square), a6-a1R
and Ra1-g8. It is only after the departure of the promoted Rook from a1 that
the moves Kb3-a1, b2-b3 and Bc1-f4 become possible. Finally, g6-g5:Bf4. The
black King and the white pieces take their places and the last move is f7-f5. But
not f6-f5, in view of retrostalemate for White – in this case, no previous move
for him can be found. The formation scheme for N5 holds the key to the forced
solution: 1. gf+ Kf5 2. Rg5+ Ke4 3. Qg6+ ...

Loyd made the first step over the threshold of big retroanalysis3.
The sequence of works by Troitsky, Hundsdorfer and Dawson which had

started in 1907 had left by 1915 almost no blind spots in the area of en passant
captures. Many secrets of retro-tactics were known as early as the beginning of
the century. Here are two classical crystals. In a thematic tourney, the package
submitted by the author of N6 amazed the connoisseurs. And the amazement
was no accident – in that position, the powerful mechanism of tempo-play made
its first steps. In his paper Master retrogradnogo analiza A. A. Troitsky, T.
R. Dawson wrote that the endgame study N7 ”possesses a clear and trans-
parent form resembling a spider’s web in the morning sun covered in sparkling
dew-drops.” And as if this wasn’t enough, castling was interwoven with the
retroplay’s fine fabric for the first time here...

3”A few retro-analytical problems were composed in the 1850s but there was little advance
until Loyd made his Souvenir problem in 1894. It was the republication of this, in Deutsche
Schachzeitung, 1907, that led to an extensive development of the art of retrograde analysis”
– Gary Kevin Ware,

http://main.uschess.org/content/view/8985/500/
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N6. W. Hundsdorfer
Deutsches Wochenschach, 1909, 1st Prize

80Z0Z0Z0j
7Z0opZpZP
60ZpZ0opJ
5oPZ0Z0oR
4PZ0Z0Z0O
3Z0Z0Z0OR
2PZ0ZPO0A
1Z0Z0Z0aN

a b c d e f g h
13 + 10. #4

N7. A. Troitsky
Deutsche Schachzeitung, 1909

80ZkZ0Z0Z
7opo0Z0Zn
60ZpZ0Z0O
5J0Z0Z0oP
4RO0Z0o0o
3o0Z0Z0Z0
2PZPOPZPZ
1Z0s0ZBZn

a b c d e f g h
11 + 12. Win

It had taken quite a while before bright paradoxical chess scenarios began
to be developed in the RA realm. N8 was the first portent4 of this artistic
retro-style. Truth be told, it was a portent which had not yet shaken the chains
of constructivism off its wings.

4In the original text, both here and in the title, the word ”swallow” instead of ”portent”
was used. This is a reference to a popular Russian saying describing swallows as portents of
spring.
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N8. N. Hoeg
Retrograde Analysis, 1915

8bM0Z0Z0Z
7oPjRZ0Zp
6PoPoPO0Z
5Z0Z0Z0Z0
40ZKO0Z0Z
3A0Z0Z0ZB
20l0O0ZPL
1arZRZ0Mr

a b c d e f g h
16 + 10. Last 13 single moves?
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Completing this translation would have been impossible without the help of
the Chess Problem Database,

http://www.softdecc.com/pdb/index.pdb
the Retrograde Analysis Corner
http://www.janko.at/Retros/index.htm
and the Retro Mailing List, the archives of which are available here:
http://www.pairlist.net/pipermail/retros/
For the chess diagrams, I used the same typesetting system as the one em-

ployed by Alain Brobecker in the ”Last Moves Records” booklet series. His LaTex
source code is available for download at

http://abrobecker.free.fr/chess/lengths.zip
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